Reading
In your new work packs, you are
lucky enough to have a new
reading book! ☺
Try to read to an adult for 20
minutes a day.

Spellings
Words ending in ‘ary’
library, February, dictionary,
boundary, salary, summary,
primary, secondary, ordinary,
necessary

Daily Activities W/C 08.06.20
Sentence Structure
Put some of your spelling words
into a sentence that has a
coordinating or subordinating
conjunction.
Examples are on the laminated
conjunction word mat in your new
work packs.

Weekly English Activity

Times and Division Facts
Go on Times Tables Rock Stars and
see how quickly you can recall
your times tables and division
facts!
Focus: 2s, 5s, 10s, 3s, 4s and 8s
If you don’t have access to TTRS
write them down on paper.

Number Work
Use your 2x 3x 4x and 5x table
facts to find these fraction of
amounts.
1/2 of 18=
1/5 of 25=
1/4 of 36
1/3 of 15 =

Weekly Maths Activity

Adverbs
Using the English books that are in your new work packs, look for work on adverbs.

Addition
Using the Maths books that are in your new work packs, look for work on addition.

If you have access to Education City log in and play Understanding Adverbs to extend your
knowledge.

If you have access to the internet search for the water slide addition game on Topmarks to
practise your addition skills.

Can you write 5 sentences that have an adverb in them? Can you underline the adverbs with
a felt tip pen?

Can you write a selection of column addition calculations to challenge yourself?

Weekly Topic Activity

Just For Fun!

Light and Forces

Has anyone done any baking at home? Look up some simple recipes to make fairy cakes or
find Mrs L’s Bakery on Facebook and follow a video tutorial to make something yummy on
a wet and miserable day.

Over the last nine weeks the online learning grids have looked at these subjects using
different activities. Now you have your workbooks we will revisit each objective.
This week please complete Section 1 - Light and Dark and Reflected Light.

Some support if needed. . . . .
If you have access to Education City login and look for Shine a Light. This provides an
overview of both natural and man-made light sources, an introduction to how light is
needed to see things and that darkness is the absence of light. The learn screen Smooth and
Shiny also provides more information on reflected light.

Adverbs - Words that describe verbs. They can tell you how, when, and how often the verb
was done.
Education City login details
User name: tp, the first letter of your first name then all of your second name
Password: tilery
Example:
User name: tpcmcfee
Password: tilery

Hello, we hope you are still safe and well at home and finding things to keep you happy and smiling in this awful weather
Please try hard to complete some of the activities on this learning grid and send any work or question to parents@tileryprimary.org.uk

